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The insitu installation in Casino Luxembourg’s LABO, draws parallels between modern information technology and 
Fabien Giraud and Raphaël Siboni’s The Unmanned show.

Cryptography (or cryptology; from Greek «hidden, secret»; and graphein, «writing», or -logia, «study», respectively) 
is the practice and study of techniques for secure communication in the presence of third parties (called adversa-
ries).
ref. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptography

Visitors are invited to decode the installation, questioning relations of given information in the context of Casino’s 
current exhibition.

The use of chromakey paint plunges the visitor in an artificial environment. 
Are given signs fact or fiction?

Technical details

Space repainted in chromaykey blue.
LABO wall 1 chromakey green QR codes * (same height as tables & wall 2 rectangle)
LABO wall 2 chromakey green rectangle (same dimensions as length of tables)    
LABO wall 3 chromakey green letters «CRY» (same height as tables & wall 2 rectangle)
LABO wall 4 chromakey green «PTO» (same height as tables & wall 2 rectangle)
Two tables covered in chromakey green molton.
Videoplayer in hidden closet

* QR codes are 2-dimensional bar codes that encode arbitrary text strings.
Both QR codes in the installation represent simplified iconlike pictograms of the two artists Fabien Giraud and 
Raphaël Siboni. 
The QR codes typically allow a certain error correction (the QRcode scanner does not have to see every pixel 
correctly in order to decode the content) making it possible to customise the QR code by editing the redundant 
pieces. While still «decodable» by QRcode scanners, this will leave us with a QR code that contains errors. 
The shown QRcodes however are based on an algorythm by Russ Cox which allows to generate 100% errorfree QR 
codes based on low resolution images.

Scanning either of the two QR codes resolves in an URL, showing a picture of a plane seat, the empty passenger 
seat of Edward Snowden from the Aeroflot SU150 24.05.2013 flight many people believed it would carry Edward 
Snowden from Moscow to Havana.

A small surveillance video of a networkcloset can be seen when peeking thru the small opening of the hidden 
closet. It is the MIT surveillance video, the video that undid programmer and activist Aaron Swartz, led to his arrest 
and later suicide.


